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The shortcomings in the current practice of design of alluvial canals as codified in the manual prepared by the
Central Water Commission and in the standard by the Bureau of Indian Standards are cited. Attempts made to
investigate and explain these shortcomings are referred to. Removal of these shortcomings has, however; not
become possible in the past. This is now achieved by development of the Lacey-divergence equations. The
rationale, simplicity and accuracy of these equations are demonstrated, and the promise of replacement of
regime-type fOrrtuslae held by the Lacey-divergence equations is brought out.
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NOTATION
C, X

sediment concentration, ppm

d50

mean diameter of bed material

f

Lacey silt factor ( 1.76 4.5 )

P

wetted perimeter

Q

:

hydraulic mean depth

TR

S

discharge (bankful, full supply, design)

:

vs

slope
fall velocity of the sediment particle
boundary shear stress

zs

critical non-erosive shear stress appropriate for the bank material

Subscripts
L:

value obtained using Lacey formulae

r

ratio of observed (design) value to value
obtained using Lacey forinulae

INTRODUCTION
The current design practice of alluvial canals is outlined in
the Manual on 'Irrigation and Power Channels' prepared by
the Central Water Commission' (CWC) and codified in the
Indian Standard — 'Criteria for Design of Cross Section for
Unlined Canals in Alluvial Soi12. In the CWC Manual, the
design procedure based on application of Kemtedy 3 and
Lacey4 formulae is adopted. These formulae are known to
suffer from various shortcomings. In the Kennedy design
approach, the relation between the value of the critical
velocity ratio and the size of bed material is not given, but
arbitrary values are recommended. The value of the coefficient in the formula is also variable and specific for the canal
system. Indian Standard recommends adoption of the best
prevalent practice. Available alternative methods cited are
the Lacey fonnulae4, the Lacey-type fitted equation s, the
Lacey X. fonnulae6, and the tractive force approach. The
following observations are made about these methods in the
Standard :
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`Th ough the Lacey's equations have been in common use
in the country, it has been long realised that these equations are not perfect and suffer from certain shortcomings. The major difficulty experienced in the application
of Lacey's equations is the choice of the appropriate
value of the silt factor. Moreover, the divergence from
dimensions given by Lacey's equation in the existing
stable canals has been &hind significant in many cases.

The regime-type fitted equations recommended for application are not considered the last word on the subject.
It should be fully realised that further modifications to
the equations are possible and necessary.
(In the Lacey X. formulae constants K,, K2 and K3 appear). The values of the constants are to be determined
on basii of observed data in various regions before the
above equations can be used for design purposes.
(In the tractive force method), corresponding to sediment
conceiftration X, the values of permissible tractive force
can better be determined by analysis of observed data on
existing canals.'
In view of the shortcomings of the last three of the alternative
methods, the original Lacey formulae4 have continued in
popular use. Another promising approachhas1 however, been
slowly evolved over a long span of times, 740 making use of
the concept of divergence in P, R and S values being dependent on the divergence in respect of factors governing the
canal geometry. The Lacey-divergence equations so evolved
do not suffer from any of the shortcomings of the alternative
methods specified in the CWC Manual and the Standards. It
is, therefore, considered necessary to replace the design
method in the Manual and the Standard by the Lacey-divergence equations.
LACEY-DIVERGENCE EQUATIONS
The factors governing the channel geometry defined by
width B (or wetted perinieterP), depth D (or hydraulic mean
depth R) and slope S are discharge Q, sediment concentration
C of the size d50 and the strength of the bank material to resist
erosion is . In the Kennedy, Lacey and other alternative
design methods advocated by the CWC and the BIS, the
factors like C and Ts , which arc not explicitly included, are
implicit as explained in the succeeding para. Variation from
these implicit values in a given case would result in diverIE(I)Journal — CV

